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2. Chorino                (Serci)
3. Leaving Livorno                (Davies)
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5. Ombre Che Passan       (Serci)
6. Sirens       (Davies)
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9. Valzer Per Chiara **                (Serci)

10. Penchata       (Davies)
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* solo by Giorgio Serci         ** solo by Simon Davies



‘Hjos’ is Spanish for sons. Having been friends for over 20 years, we have shared our love for music, 
guitar, food and had many great times together. We have also both been blessed with the opportunity to 
raise our wonderful children who have inspired us to write and record this new music. We also like the 
allegorical meaning of the word sons, evoking continuity, learning, development, blossoming, as the torch 
is passed from son to son. 

We both would like to dedicate this music to our children, our whole families and friends ‘here, there and 
everywhere’ with the hope that our music will bring as much enjoyment as we have had in the making of 
this album.

All pieces composed, arranged, recorded, mixed and mastered 
by Simon Davies and Giorgio Serci between January and July of 2021

Cover design by Pedro Velasco, Giorgio Serci and Simon Davies

Simon would like to thank Emily for her love and support. 
‘Los Chicos’ Sam & Harry for being a constant inspiration and 
wonder. And Ben, Joe & Rosa for their fun and patience.

Giorgio would like to thank Gabriella, Matteo, Alessio and all his 
family and friends for the constant support, love and inspiration. 
‘Ombre Che Passan’ is in loving memory of Matthew Haslett.
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